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Abstract. Network alignment has become a standard tool in comparative biology, allowing the inference of protein function, interaction and orthology. However, current alignment techniques are based
on topological properties of networks and do not take into account their functional implications. Here
we propose, for the first time, an algorithm to align two metabolic networks by taking advantage of
their coupled metabolic models. These models allow us to assess the functional implications of genes or
reactions, captured by the metabolic fluxes that are altered following their deletion from the network.
Such implications may spread far beyond the region of the network where the gene or reaction lies.
We apply our algorithm to align metabolic networks from various organisms, ranging from bacteria
to humans, showing that our alignment can reveal functional orthology relations that are missed by
conventional topological alignments.
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Introduction

With the ever growing high throughput measurements of biological entities and relations, there is
considerable interest in methods that go beyond sequence analysis to compare and contrast different
species, conditions or time points. Network alignment methods present a promising alternative as
they are able to capture topological similarities or differences that cannot be gleaned from sequence
alone, improving the prediction of protein function, interaction and evolution [1].
Network alignment was originally applied to metabolic pathways [2] and soon thereafter to
protein-protein interaction networks [3]. Over the last decade a plethora of methods were developed for the comparison of networks, including local alignment efforts [1, 4] and global alignment
methodologies [5, 6]. All these methods are based on comparing the topology of the networks in
question.
A metabolic network can be modeled by a hypergraph, whose nodes represent metabolites and
hyperedges represent metabolic reactions. Many alignment algorithms transform this representation
into a directed graph, where nodes represent reactions, or enzymes, and an edge is directed from

reaction A to B if A produces a substrate of B. This transformation allows the application of generic
network alignment methods to metabolic networks, aiming to maximize a combined similarity
measure that is based on enzyme homology and topology [7–10].
Another common form of modeling metabolism is via a constraint-based model, which allows
expressing the space of fluxes of metabolic reactions under steady state assumptions (see a detailed
definition in the next section). Such models can add functional information on the networks being
compared, which could be exploited for alignment computation. The approach of [11] aligns two
metabolic networks by comparing their elementary flux modes (EFMs), defined as minimal sets of
reactions that can operate at steady state [12]. The concept of EFMs is also used by [13], where
the similarity between two reaction sets is measured according to the impact incurred by their
inhibition on the flux cone.
In this paper we propose a novel algorithm to align metabolic networks by taking advantage
of their constraint-based models. These models allow us to assess the functional implications of
genes or reactions, captured by the metabolic fluxes that are altered following their deletion from
the network. Such implications may spread far beyond the region of the network where the gene or
reaction lies, enabling the discovery of functional orthology relations that cannot be gleaned from
topology alone. In the context of a human network, finding these nonobvious relations may reveal
novel proteins in some model species that are inferred to be functionally similar to a disease causing
protein and, hence, may allow new models for the disease in question.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe constraint-based modeling and
present the metabolic network alignment problem. In Section 3 we present our alignment algorithm.
In Section 4 we apply our algorithm to align metabolic networks from various organisms, ranging
from bacteria to humans, and demonstrate its utility over topology-based approaches.
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2.1

Preliminaries
Metabolic modeling

A genome-scale metabolic model (GSMM) describes a metabolic network by terms of metabolites
(nodes) and biochemical reactions (hyperedges) on these metabolites. A GSMM can be represented
by a stoichiometric matrix S, whose rows correspond to metabolites and columns to reactions.
It is accepted to assume that in a living cell, the concentrations of all metabolites are kept
constant over time, signifying that a metabolite’s production rate equals its consumption rate; this
is known as the steady-state assumption. Some of the metabolites are continuously being taken up
from the environment (a.k.a. growth medium), while others are being secreted to it; a special type
of reactions, called exchange reactions, take care of these types of transport.
Every reaction is assigned with a flux, which measures the flow rate of compounds through
the reaction. Flux capacities are naturally limited by availability of nutrients and capabilities of
enzymatic activity. These presumptions are combined by applying a constraint-based modeling
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approach (CBM), representing mass balance and flux directionality and capacity constraints on the
space of possible fluxes in a metabolic network through a set of linear equations:
Sv = 0

(1)

vmin ≤ v ≤ vmax

(2)

where v is the flux vector (a.k.a. flux distribution) of the reactions in the model. Flux balance
analysis (FBA) is then applied to study various properties of the model [14]. FBA methods typically
assume that the metabolic model attempts to optimize some objective function and use linear
programming to compute the optimal solution of that function. A common biological optimization
goal is the maximization of the amount of biomass that can be produced. The biomass function is
an organism-dependent combination of metabolites which reflects its growth rate [15]. Often, the
biomass optimal value may be achieved through many possible flux distributions, studied using a
flux variability analysis (FVA) approach [16].
Another part of a GSMM is the gene-protein-reaction (GPR) associations, describing which
genes and proteins catalyze which reactions, as well as the logical rules between the proteins required for catalyzation. This information allows simulating gene knockouts by inferring the affected
reactions from the GPR and constraining the flux through them to 0. This approach was successfully used in numerous studies, for example in distinguishing viable from lethal yeast gene deletion
strains by testing whether the optimal biomass production rate was severely damaged under a given
knockout [17].
2.2

Problem definition

We focus here on the global alignment of two metabolic networks, representing the metabolic
reactions (nodes) in two species. In this problem, one roughly seeks a one-to-one correspondence
(or alignment) between the nodes of the two networks so that the similarity between matched nodes
is maximized.
Different variants of the network alignment problem can be derived depending on the definition
of node similarity and on whether one-to-many or many-to-many relations are allowed. Extant
approaches to tackle this problem integrate sequence-based similarity data (on the genes catalyzing
the reactions) as well as topology-based comparisons to construct a weighted bipartite graph, in
which a plausible matching is sought using various types of algorithms.
In this paper we address a problem that is similar in flavour, which we solve using a maximum
matching approach. Specifically, we assume that the input consists of two GSMMs that are to
be compared, representing two species. Our goal remains to align them so as to maximize node
similarity. The crucial difference from standard alignment is that the similarity measure that we
use relies on the input metabolic models. Briefly, we represent every metabolic reaction by the
functional impacts that its deletion induces on the model’s metabolites. The derived similarity
3

measure is, hence, functional in nature. In our alignment we allow many-to-many relations. A
detailed description of the algorithm appears next.
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The alignment algorithm

We devised a metabolic network alignment algorithm that takes as input two metabolic models
(GSMMs) and outputs a many-to-many alignment of their reactions/genes. The algorithm proceeds
in three main phases: (i) computing the effect of knocking out each of the model’s reactions/genes
across randomized media; (ii) deducing the pairwise reaction/gene similarities in each of the media;
and (iii) computing maximum matchings over the similarity graphs to obtain the alignment. We
describe these steps in detail below. It is worth noting that while in this work we focused on
evaluating alignments over reaction knockouts, all steps of the algorithm are applicable to genes as
well with minor adjustments.
3.1

Similarity computation

We represent the functional (model-based) properties of each reaction in a given GSMM by a vector
denoting the effect of its deletion on the species’ ability to produce each of the metabolites in the
model. To “delete” a reaction we constrain its flux to 0. To test the ability of the resulting model to
produce a certain metabolite we apply linear programming to maximize the flux through a fictive
reaction that secretes only that metabolite. We then record, per metabolite, the ratio between its
maximal production rate under the knockout and the corresponding maximal rate in the wild-type
(no knockout). We consider a metabolite to be affected by the deletion of a reaction if the obtained
ratio is smaller than 99%, denoting some minimal effect that is not due to a numerical error. We
call the set of metabolites that are affected by the deletion of a reaction, its functional profile.
We exclude from the analysis reactions that are considered to be deadends. These are defined
as reactions that are unable to carry nonzero flux even in the richest growth medium (with all
exchange reactions open) and, thus, do not affect the computational model [18].
To create a common ground to compare the deletion effects in the two species, only metabolites
that are common to the two input models are examined (see the Conclusions section for a discussion
on how to remove this limitation). The similarity between two reactions, one per species, is then
defined as the Jaccard index of their functional profiles, i.e., the number of metabolites that are
jointly affected by the reactions over the total number of metabolites affected by them.
3.2

Alignment computation

Given all pairwise similarities between the reactions of two models, we represent them using a
weighted bipartite graph. In this graph, each side represents the reactions of a different species, and
edges connect similar reactions, weighted by the corresponding similarity values (defined above). A
4

maximum matching algorithm is then applied to find an alignment between the reactions. Precisely,
we transform the similarities into distances (with the transformation d = 1 − s) and apply the
Hungarian method [19], yielding a collection of reaction pairs with total minimum distance, or
maximum similarity.
To account for different possible matches that are equally likely, we add small random noise
(a Gaussian function with parameters µ = 0, σ = 0.02) to the computed distances and recalculate
the matching. We repeat this procedure four times, and keep only the stable matches, that is, the
reaction pairs that are returned in all four repetitions.
3.3

Media selection and the final alignment

A growth medium in a GSMM is characterized by the set of exchange reactions that are allowed
to carry incoming (negative) flux. The alignment thus far represented the reaction similarities
computed under two fixed media (one per model). Depending on the application, it is often desired
to compare two metabolic models under a variety of media, exploring the metabolic spaces spanned
by the different uptake constraints [20, 21]. We restrict our computations to biologically relevant
media, i.e., media under which the species can plausibly grow. We define a medium to be viable if
the biomass flux under this medium is at least 10% of the flux under the richest conditions.
To extend our comparison to different media, we repeat the similarity computation and alignment derivation in 100 random viable growth media. Each medium is randomly generated by
allowing only a small fraction (25%) of the exchange reactions to carry inbound flux, in addition to
enabling uptake reactions which are essential to survival, i.e., reactions whose deletion reduces the
biomass flux to less than 10% of the maximal one (for all the species we tested, the same essential
reactions were found for all thresholds in the range 10-50%). The benefit of working with such poor
media is that when only a small part of the network is activated, the deletion of a reaction has
potentially more impact due to shortage in backups. In order to activate similar regions of the two
metabolic networks in each medium, we limit the pool of exchange reactions that could be enabled
to reactions that exist in both species (i.e., reactions that transport the same metabolite).
Applying the basic alignment algorithm in all media, we achieve 100 different sets of reaction
matches. We gather all reaction pairs from all the matchings and score each pair by the percentage
of matchings it appears in. The result is a collection of aligned reaction pairs, each with its associated confidence score. This weighted collection comprises the final alignment which the algorithm
outputs.

4

Results

We implemented the alignment algorithm in Matlab. Linear optimizations were performed using the
Tomlab Cplex optimization tool. The knockout simulations were executed using grid computing over
five Intel Xeon X5650 servers with 24 cores each. A complete alignment between two species over
5

100 media was generated in approximately 20 hours. We applied the algorithm to align the networks
of several species pairs with varying evolutionary distances. We describe below our performance
evaluation measures, the algorithms we compared to and the alignment instances we processed.
4.1

Performance evaluation

To evaluate our method and compare it to extant ones, we estimate the accuracy of the predicted
reaction pairs with respect to a ground-truth set. The latter includes reaction pairs whose input
and output metabolites are identical (determined based on name similarity). The evaluation is
summarized in a precision-recall (PR) curve. For a given confidence threshold, precision is the
percent of aligned pairs that are part of the ground-truth set, while recall is the percent of groundtruth pairs that occur in the alignment.
We compared our algorithm to two state of the art network alignment methods. The first,
IsoRankN [22], is a leading approach for aligning protein-protein and other molecular interaction
networks. This algorithm performs topological-based alignment and is able to exploit prior information on node similarity (e.g., sequence based). To create the input for IsoRankN, we constructed
a reaction graph per model, in which a node represents a reaction and an undirected (unweighted)
edge connects two reactions if one of them produces a substrate of the other (ignoring very abundant
metabolites that “contribute” to that graph more than 150 edges). The prior node similarity scores
were computed based on the EC number categorization. Specifically, for two reactions, one from
each network, the similarity score was set as the Jaccard index between the sets of EC numbers
associated with the genes that catalyze the reactions. Finally, we experimented with two values for
the parameter α that balances between the prior information and network-derived match scores –
α = 0.5, which gives equal weight to both, and α = 0.99 that emphasizes the topology-based score.
We also aimed to compare our algorithm to a recent metabolic network alignment method,
CAMPways [10], whose code was readily available. However, when applying this method to any of
the alignment instances described below, it did not finish processing any of them (nor produced a
progress log) within a 96-hour time frame. Hence, we could not report its results.
4.2

Aligning similar models

As a basic validation of our approach we applied it to align the yeast metabolic network of [17] with
itself (randomly permuting the reactions). The model contains 1577 reactions over 1228 metabolites.
Out of 1024 non-deadend reactions, 690 reactions were correctly aligned (to themselves, 67% recall),
with 85% precision. The PR curve is displayed in Figure 2a. Notably, the maximal recall further
increases to 95% when considering in the ground-truth only the 722 reactions whose knockout
affected the production of at least one metabolite in the model. This gap between the number
of non-deadend reactions and the number of reactions having nonempty functional profiles can
be explained by the existence of alternative pathways in the metabolic network and may indicate
6

that higher-order deletions may improve the recall (these numbers are summarized in Figure 1; see
discussion in the Conclusions Section).
The predicted matches also contain 126 non-identical reaction pairs over 129 distinct reactions.
While these pairs represent different reactions, they admit perfect similarity in some media and,
thus, are indistinguishable from their real matches in those media (60% are neighbouring reactions,
p = e−153 by a hypergeometric test). For example, the sn Glycero 3 phosphocholine exchange
reaction was matched to itself in roughly half of the media, affecting tens of metabolites. But in the
other half of the media, it affected only two metabolites (2-Hydroxy-hexadecanal and Hexadecanal)
– exactly like the phosphoethanolamine cytidyltransferase reaction – raising this couple as an
alternative prediction in some of those media. Indeed, the majority (118) of the above 129 reactions
also appear in the predicted matching with their real match.
We compared the performance of our approach to the IsoRankN algorithm, executed over the
induced reaction graph (4610 edges). Given two reactions, their prior similarity score was computed
as the overlap percentage between the sets of EC numbers corresponding to their associated genes
in the model (see precise description in Section 4.1). The results for the two parameter choices (0.5
and 0.99) are shown in Figure 2b. To allow a fair comparison, these plots relate to the complete
set of reactions, including also deadend ones. Evidently, our algorithm is much more precise than
both competitors, producing higher-quality alignments.
As a second validation test, we aligned successive versions of the E. coli metabolic model that
were published by the same lab, iAF1260 [23] (2382 reactions, 2159 of them non-deadend; 1668
metabolites) and iJO1366 [24] (2583 reactions, 2351 non-deadend; 1805 metabolites). These models
have 2114 (non-deadend) reaction pairs in common, identified by comparing their internal codes.
Notably, with a precision of 90% (corresponding to a matching score threshold of 4%), half of the
ground-truth pairs are discovered by our algorithm (Figure 2a). The maximal recall achieved was
nearly 60%, corresponding to 1235 true positive pairs. Of the remaining 879 reaction pairs that
were not discovered, 407 do not have an observable effect in the model when knocked out. Figure 2c
demonstrates a clear advantage of our algorithm over the topology-based IsoRankN. This result
also shows that our approach is robust to the inherent incompleteness of metabolic networks, as the
aligned models have a large core of common reactions but also considerable differences (Figure 1).
4.3

Aligning the yeast and human models

To test our algorithm on distant species, we applied it to align GSMMs of yeast and human. We
used the yeast iMM904 model [17] (1577 reactions, 1024 non-deadend; 1228 metabolites) and the
human Recon1 model [25] (3788 reactions, 2515 non-deadend; 2766 metabolites). Our alignment
algorithm was limited to 657 yeast reactions and 766 human reactions whose knockout affected the
production of at least one of the 663 metabolites that are common to the two models (Figure 1;
common metabolites were identified based on name similarity). Figure 2a displays the PR curve of
the predictions with respect to a ground-truth set of 421 non-deadend reaction pairs. The maximal
7

measure/model

yeast

human

ecoli
iAF1260

ecoli
iJO1366

#reactions

1577

3788

2382

2583

#non-deadend reactions

1024

2515

2159

2351

#reactions with nonempty functional
profile

722

1072

1860

2337

#reactions with nonempty functional
profile over the shared metabolites

657

766

1707

2323

Fig. 1. Reaction and knockout statistics. This table displays reaction statistics for each tested model, including
the number of reactions (all or non-deadend only) and the number of reactions having some observable perturbation
effect, (i) when considering the full functional profile of a reaction, and (ii) when considering only the functional
profile’s metabolites that are shared between the aligned species.

recall obtained by our algorithm is 24%, corresponding to a low precision of 11%. For a precision
of 60%, the recall mildly decreases to 15%. The relatively inferior performance compared to the
alignments computed in the previous section can be related to the small number of human reactions
that have nonempty functional profiles and to the small number of shared metabolites (Figure 1).
Indeed, when considering only ground-truth reaction pairs having nonempty functional profiles, the
maximal recall increases to 36%; further, at 60% precision the recall increases to 22%. In comparison
to IsoRankN (Figure 2d), the PR plot of our algorithm dominates that of the topology-based variant
(α=0.99). The second variant, which balances sequence and topology information (alpha=0.5) has
higher recall for low precision values (up to 45%), but its recall drops to almost zero for higher
precision values (above 55%), while our algorithm maintains relatively stable recall values even in
this range (15% recall at 60% precision).
To systematically evaluate the quality of the predicted matches that are not in the ground-truth
alignment, we calculated the functional similarity between the gene sets catalyzing the reactions in
each of these pairs. We defined the functional similarity between two genes as the maximum semantic similarity [26] between their annotated gene ontology (GO) terms. We extended this definition
to gene sets by defining their similarity as the maximum value obtained over any two members of
these sets. Using these definitions, we computed the average functional similarity between 136 predicted reaction pairs with a confidence score of at least 2% (and at least one associated gene in both
models). The average score was 4.45, corresponding to an empirical p-value of 0.005 (permutation
test).
To demonstrate the utility of our approach in identifying nonobvious orthology relations, we
first computed how many yeast or human reactions have long-range impacts. To this end, we
counted for each perturbed reaction the ratio between the number of affected metabolites that are
8

(a)

(b)

1

1
yeast−yeast
ecoli iAF1260−iJO1366
yeast−human

0.6
0.4
0.2
0

yeast−yeast (our algorithm)
yeast−yeast (IsoRankN, α=0.5)
yeast−yeast (IsoRankN, α=0.99)

0.8

recall

recall

0.8

0.6
0.4
0.2

0

0.2

0.4
0.6
precision

0.8

0

1

0

0.2

(c)

1

0.8

1

1
ecoli iAF1260−iJO1366 (our algorithm)
ecoli iAF1260−iJO1366 (IsoRankN, α=0.5)
ecoli iAF1260−iJO1366 (IsoRankN, α=0.99)

0.8

yeast−human (our algorithm)
yeast−human (IsoRankN, α=0.5)
yeast−human (IsoRankN, α=0.99)

0.8

0.6

recall

recall

0.8

(d)

1

0.4
0.2
0

0.4
0.6
precision

0.6
0.4
0.2

0

0.2

0.4
0.6
precision

0.8

0

1

0

0.2

0.4
0.6
precision

Fig. 2. Performance evaluation and comparison to IsoRankN. (a) Precision-recall curves for our functional
alignment algorithm over the three case studies: yeast vs. yeast, E. coli iAF1260 vs. E. coli iJO1366, and yeast vs.
human. The recall is measured with respect to the number of non-deadend ground-truth reaction pairs between the
metabolic networks. (b)-(d) These subplots compare the performance of our algorithm and the IsoRankN algorithm
over the three case studies. Here the complete ground-truth set is considered, including matches of deadend reactions.

not part of the reaction and the total number of metabolites affected by that reaction. Figure 3
shows that the majority of the reactions that have nonempty functional profiles also have longrange effects in the network. To exploit this property for identifying nonobvious disease models,
we looked for a human reaction which (i) is associated with a disease from the Online Mendelian
Inheritance in Man database (OMIM, [27]), and (ii) has a ground-truth yeast match that is distant
in the reaction graph from the suggested match in our alignment. As an example, our method
functionally aligned the human reaction catalyzed by the enzyme cystathionine-β-synthase (CBS)
with the exchange reaction that imports sulfate into the yeast cell. CBS deficiency in humans leads
to a severe disease due to disruption of sulfur metabolism, homocystinuria, in which the inability
of CBS to convert homocysteine leads to its excessive accumulation in the blood and urine. CBS
is part of the transsulfuration pathway, which FBA analysis suggests is used for homocysteine
degradation to ultimately (and indirectly) increase the availability of sulfur to the cell. It is thus
plausible that some of the phenotypes of CBS deficiency can be modeled by blocking sulfate uptake.
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Our algorithm detected this functional alignment even though yeast has a close sequence ortholog
to the human CBS enzyme and the reaction catalyzed by that enzyme is topologically distant from
sulfate exchange.
Moreover, this coupling correctly reflects pathologies associated with CBS deficiency in humans:
the alignment is due to the similar effects incurred by the deletion of the yeast/human reaction
over a set of eight sulfur-containing metabolites, all of them derived from cysteine or glutathione;
the latter is an antioxidant with key cellular functions, which is thought to be produced in considerable quantities by the transsulfuration pathway through the intermediate cysteine [28]. As this
process depends on CBS, glutathione deficiency may partly account for homocystinuria’s symptoms
(cf. [29]).
1400
1200

yeast
human
ecoli iAF1260

no. of reactions

1000
800
600
400
200
0
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

fraction

Fig. 3. Long-range knockout effects. For different fraction values t (in bins of size 0.1), shown is the number of
reactions for which a fraction of t of the affected metabolites following a knockout of the reaction are not part of it.
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Conclusions

We presented a model-based alignment strategy to align metabolic networks. Our strategy employs
GSMMs to compute the global functional implications of metabolic reactions, thereby aligning
them. We applied our strategy to align different metabolic models, demonstrating its utility over
topological approaches. Importantly, our method is applicable to current large scale metabolic
models.
One limitation of our alignment apporach is the need to restrict attention to metabolites that
are shared between the two models being compared. Such metabolites serve as fixed “anchors”
according to which the functional profiles (deletion effects) of different reactions are compared.
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To circumvent this limitation, one can define the similarity between reactions based on anchors
that are not known in advance. The basic idea is to compare the deletion effects by the set of
matched reaction pairs. Initially, the reactions are randomly paired. This pairing allows comparing
two reactions, one per species, by their functional profiles over the paired reactions. The pairing can
be then scored based on the computed similarities. In subsequent iterations, the pairing is greedily
changed to optimize its score, until a local maximum is attained.
Another limitation of our approach is its applicability to reactions whose deletion has some
observable effect. The majority of the reactions do not exhibit an effect when deleted in isolation,
suggesting that better results can be obtained if extending the functional profiles to knockouts
(deletions) of higher order.
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